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Chapter 5

NECESSARRY INFERENCES

True or False:

1. ____ The reader must seek to understand an author’s message by learning the author’s understanding of words and

phrases that he used in the text he wrote.

2. ____ A necessary inference is usually a deniable conclusion one reaches by reasoning from the text.

3. ____ A necessary inference can be misunderstood if the student has the wrong motives or is ignorant of all the facts

and circumstances.

4. ____ It is necessarily inferred that there were infants in the household baptisms of the book of Acts.

5. ____ A necessary inference can never be used  as a basis upon which to establish truth.

6. ____ When truth is established from a necessary inference, that truth must always be considered a basis upon which

fellowship is established.

7. ____ All necessary inferences must be bound as commands.

8. ____ It is a general rule of literary justice not to make an author say something that the author has not expressly stated

in clear phrases.

9. ____ A necessary inference is an undeniable conclusion that must be made from the facts and circumstances that are

given in the text.

10. ____ Nicodemus correctly concluded that Jesus was from God because of the miraculous signs that Jesus did.

11. ____ Any inference that is not supported by clear statements in other biblical statements can become a test of fellow-

ship.

12. ____ The negative side of making someone else’s interpretations the authority in matters of doctrine is the destruction

of individual Bible study.

13. ____ The Jewish religious leaders who searched the Scriptures could not determine that Jesus was the Messiah

because they did not know the Scriptures.

Fill in the Blanks:

Answers

fellowship,  lawgiver,  inferred,  deduct,  declarative,  infants,  Abraham,  solely,  circumstances,  intellectual,  dogmatic,

logically,  imperative,  deducts,  originally,  fallible,  unobjective,  disbelief,  motives,  present,  ability,  context,  conclu-

sions,  Festus

14. In necessary inference one logically ______________ conclusions from the facts and ______________ that an author

gives in a text.

15. An author’s statements of facts and circumstances must be studied in the ______________ in which they were

______________ written.

16. One’s ______________ are necessarily ______________ from the text when no other conclusions can be derived from

the text.

17. Because of wrong ______________, ignorance or traditional doctrinal beliefs, some wrongfully infer that there were

______________ in the household baptisms of Acts.

18. ______________ made a wrong conclusion that Paul was mad because of his _____ in what Paul had to say.



19. Those doctrines that are necessary for salvation have been clearly revealed in the ______________ Testament through

______________ and ______________ statements.

20. One’s ______________ capabilities should not be made the judge and ______________ of truth in the church wherein

one’s opinions are bound on others.

21. We must not bind on men those concepts we ______________ through human reasoning simply because human

reasoning is both ______________ and sometimes less trained in the minds of the uneducated.

22. The system of necessary inference is inherently dependent on the ______________ of any particular individual to

______________ deduct truth from clearly given facts.

23. Jesus expected us to infer that ______________ was still alive when He referred to him in the ______________ tense.

24. Any inference that is based ______________ on the text from which the inference was taken should never be used to

establish a doctrine upon which ______________ is either made or broken.

25. If we are ______________ or ______________ in approaching the Bible, we will not be able to find truth through

necessary inferences.




